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We apply large deviation theory to assess the probability that a trading system
performs below or above a ertain threshold. Our te hnique does not require
that the distribution of the performan e riterion obeys a losed-form equation, and an a ept as input empiri al distributions given under the form of
frequen y histograms obtained by ba ktesting or from prior use of the trading
system. A ni e property of the te hnique is that it an be easily automated and
integrated into a trading platform. Furthermore, the approa h is not limited
to a single trading system but an be applied on portfolio of trading systems.
: Risk assessment, Value-at-Risk, nan ial trading rules, large deviation, te hni al analysis.

Keywords

1. Introdu tion
Large deviation (LD) is a theory of rare events that is fo used on the analysis of tails of probability distributions. Large deviation is

lassi ally used

to study how random pro esses deviate from their expe ted value. If upper bounds on this quantity

an be obtained through Chernov, Markov and

T heby hev inequalities, LD provides the exa t rate of

onvergen e, instead

of an upper bound that is often not tight enough for real-world appli ations.
LD has been a very a tive eld of investigation over the last 10 years with
∗ This paper will be presented at the 6th International Conferen e on Computational
Intelligen e in E onomi s and Finan e (CIEF2007), Salt-Lake City, July 18-24, 2007.
Conta t author: Ni olas Navet.
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numerous pra ti al appli ations, for instan e for evaluating performan e of
algorithms or tele ommuni ation infrastru tures. Another body of literature applies large deviation to risk analysis (see Ref. 7 for a re ent and
omprehensive survey), and this is a tually the eld of appli ations from
whi h originates LD theory.
This paper belongs to this latter line of resear h and fo uses on assessing the risk of nan ial trading rules. This work is aimed at giving answers
to the pra titioners, and thus the te hniques provided

an be applied with

as few te hni al assumptions as possible. In parti ular, the approa h developed here does not require

losed-form distributions, and is able to deal

with empiri al distributions obtained from the ba ktesting step, or from
experien e gained using the trading rules. The interest of this approa h
with regard to Monte-Carlo simulations is three-fold. First, simulation is
not well suited to estimate rare events be ause of the size of the sample
that is needed to a hieve reasonable error bounds. Se ond an analyti al
approa h does not suer the un ertainties of simulation (e.g., quality of the
random number generators). Finally, this analysis

an be integrated into a

broader Value-at-Risk analysis.

2. Chara terizing the Performan e of a Trading System
A trading system is

omprised of one or several trading rules that dene

entry and exit

onditions, and de ide the size of ea h position taken. A

trading system

an be seen as an algorithm that is implemented either as

a

omputerized Automated Trading System (ATS) or exe uted, in a

on-

sistent manner, by a trader. The typi al way to sele t trading systems is to
evaluate a set of

andidate systems on histori al data and keep the best sys-

tem or several top-s oring ones. This is the ba ktesting pro edure, whi h
is a feature nowadays available on almost any te hni al analysis software
pa kage.
The
of a

andidate systems

an be sele ted by exploring the parameter spa e

andidate trading system, for instan e, a te hni al analysis trading rule

or a system based on short term auto orrelations. More evolved s hemes
are not only

on erned with the problem of setting the parameters but have

also in addition the ability to indu e the trading system itself. In parti ular,
Geneti

Programming (GP) has often been used for that purpose (see, for

instan e, Ref. 2,6).
It is to stress that ba ktesting is most often positively biased be ause
of slippage and delays (in quotations and transmissions of orders) that
are hard to model, and be ause of the

data mining bias.

Indeed, when
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trying a large number of systems, some are likely to have beneted, to a
ertain extent, of lu k, for instan e, by taking advantage of noise in the
data. Thus, the performan es a hieved by ba ktesting should be arti ially
redu ed taking all these parameters into a

ount. The reader might refer

to Ref. 1,4 for good starting points on this subje t.
In our

ontext, the most important

hara teristi

of a trading system

SP

is the distribution P of its performan e riterion over a hosen referen e
a
period . We onsider the most general ase where the distribution of the
performan e

riterion is given under the form of a dis rete probability dis-

tribution dire tly obtained through the frequen y histogram. However, it
is of

ourse required that the frequen y histograms are meaningful from a

statisti al point of view, whi h implies that they have been obtained from
a su iently large sample. In the following, our approa h to assess risks
through LD will be illustrated

onsidering that the performan e

the prot/loss distribution, but it

riterion is

ould be any other performan e

riterion

of interest.

3. Risk Indu ed by a Trading System
Here we assess the risk of a given trading system using large deviation
theory. Implied is the assumption that, roughly, the trading system will
keep on performing as it did on histori al data. This assumption that the
market onditions are homogeneous in time is not questioned in this paper
but

an be revisited in future work by onsidering time- hanging probability

distributions (see Ref. 3).

3.1.

Risk over a given time interval

The risk indu ed by trading system
time interval during whi h

T,

SP

SP

is a fun tion of

the referen e period of the performan e

pra ti e, it is usually meaningless to
For instan e, the meaning of

n, the length of the
n is a multiple of

is used. We assume that

riteria distribution be ause, in

onsider fra tional referen e periods.

onsidering one half of a day for an intraday

trading system is dubious given that usually all positions are
market
Let

leared at the

lose to avoid overnight risks.

(Xn ), n ∈ N

be the sequen e of mutually independent, identi ally

distributed random variables modeling the value of the performan e

a The

rite-

hoi e of the observation period depends obviously on the trading style: for intraday
trading, the day is a natural hoi e, while for swing trading a week or a month would be
better suited.
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Pn
1
i=1 Xi . Cramer's
n
theorem (see Appendix A for details and notations), whi h is entral in

rion over su

essive period, and let the mean

Mn =

LD theory, enables us to state that P (Mn ∈ G) satises a rate deviation
prin iple with rate-fun tion I : P (Mn ∈ G) ≍ e−n inf x∈G I(x) where G is any
subset of

R.

In our

ase,

that the performan e
in

G

is the subset we want to assess the probability

riterion belongs to. For instan e, if we are interested

P (Mn ≥ k) with k ≥ E[Xi ] then G = [k, +∞) and we estimate the de

ay

rate of the right-hand tail of the distribution. From LD theory, we know
that

I(x) = sup[τ x − log E(e

τX

)] = sup[τ x − log

τ >0
If there is a
Markov

τ >0

losed form for the law of the

+∞
X

pk ekτ ]

(1)

k=−∞

Xn ,

or if the

Xn

form a nite

hain, it is possible to obtain an expli it expression for the rate

fun tion. In our

ase, where the law of

Xi

is given by a density histogram,

this is not possible and a numeri al method has to be employed. As

I(x)

is a supremum of ane fun tions, it is a onvex fun tion and it is enough
∗
to ompute the point x where I(x) rea hes its minimum to obtain the
asymptoti

behavior
∗

P (Mn ∈ G) ≍ e−nI(x ) .
x∗

is the point where the rst derivative of

to

0

(2)

I(x) with respe t to t is equal
P+∞
kτ0
=
(see equation 1). This point is rea hed for τ0 s.t. x
k=−∞ pk e
P+∞
P
+∞
kτ0
kτ0
whi
h
an
be
rewritten
as
.
Let
kp
e
=
0
(k
−
x)p
e
k
k
k=−∞
k=−∞
u = et and
F (u) =

+∞
X

(k − x)pk uk ,

(3)

k=−∞
the problem

onsists in nding numeri ally

u0 > 0 s.t. F (u0 ) = 0.

This

an

be solved with Newton-like methods, whi h are available in any numeri al
or symboli al

3.2.

omputation software.

Appli ations

Let us

onsider a typi al intraday trading system where positions are

before the end of the trading day. The

hosen performan e metri

losed
is the

prot/loss (P&L in K$) and Fig. 1 shows its empiri al distribution obtained
over a su iently large timespan.
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P&L interval Probability
(−3, −2]
(−2, −1]
(−1, −0]
(0, 1]
(1, 2]
(2, 3]
(3, 4]

1/25
2/25
3/25
12/25
4/25
2/25
1/25

k
−2.5
−1.5
−0.5
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5

.
Fig. 1. Empiri al distribution of the Prot and Loss in K$ with an expe tation equal
to 0.54. Value of k is the mean of the interval.

Risk indu ed by a trading system.

A rst information that

derived is the risk indu ed by the trading system, whi h
the probability that the average return over
threshold:
whi h

P [Mn ≤ x].

days is lower than a given

Of parti ular signi an e is the risk of losing money

orresponds, below a

the market

n

an be

omes to evaluating

ertain loss threshold, to the risk of ruin. If

onditions do not

hange over time, and if the expe tation of

the P/L is positive, we know that this risk de ays exponentially and the
higher the de ay rate, the less risky is the

orresponding trading system.

This leads us to formulate the following denition.

Denition 3.1.
man e

x

over

n

Denition 3.2.

SP to a hieve a perforU(x, n) = P [Mn ≤ x/n] ≤ e−n inf y≤x/n I(y) .

The un ertainty of trading system

time periods is

Trading system

SP

with performan e obje tive

time periods is less un ertain than trading system
x′ over n′ time periods if U(x, n) ≤ U ′ (x′ , n′ ).

′

Sp

x

over

n

with return obje tive

Considering our example, we evaluate the probabilities to a hieve an

x for x ∈ {0, −0.5, −1}. For ea h x value, we repla e
x by its value in Equation 3 and obtain numeri ally u0 s.t. F (u0 ) = 0. The
value of t s.t. Equation 1 is maximized is t0 = ln u0 . Then, we ompute
I(x) over the interval G of interest (here (−∞, x]) and the inmum is the
∗
de ay rate I(x ) we are looking for (see Equation 2). The upper bound on
the probability that P [Mn < x] for x ∈ {0, −0.5, −1} is shown in Fig. 2.
For instan e, over 10 trading days, the probability to get a negative return
is less than 0.42 while the probability to get less than −0.5K$ and −1K$
are respe tively lower than 0.04 and 0.001.
average P&L lower than
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Fig. 2. Upper bound on the probability that P [Mn ≤ x] with x ∈ {0, −0.5, −1} over
n ∈ [1, 50] periods of time. The risk de ays exponentially with rate 0.08 (x = 0), 0.32
(x = −0.5) and 0.68 (x = −1).

Probability of prots above expe tations.

The same pro edure pro-

vides us with a way to estimate the probability that the trading system
outperforms a given threshold

x

with

x ≥ E[Xi ].

On the same exam-

P [Mn ≥ x] with
x ∈ {1, 1.5, 2}. The probability de ays exponentially with rate 0.06 (x = 1),
0.28 (x = 1.5) and 0.64 (x = 2) and we obtain urves similar to the ones
ple, we derived an upper bound on the probability that

shown in Fig. 2.

Dete ting when market onditions have hanged.

In an indire t

manner, LD provides us with a way to dete t that the market

onditions

have hanged sin e the empiri al distribution of the trading system's performan e has been

olle ted. Indeed, if a trading system experien es a perfor-

man e that is way below what was foreseeable, if it a hieves a performan e
level that has been evaluated as highly unlikely, this gives us eviden e that
the market

onditions have

hanged, and thus suggests to us that our as-

sumptions about the market should be re-examined. We believe this is
important be ause markets's dynami s

hange over time and it is

ru ial

to be able to dete t when trading systems stop being e ient.

4. Risk indu ed by a Portfolio of Trading Systems
In pra ti e, investors may prefer to employ a set of trading systems instead
of a single system, be ause diversi ation provides additional prot possibilities, and also helps to limit slippage and redu e risks. If the probability
distributions of the performan e

riteria of the trading systems are inde-
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b
pendent , it is possible to assess the risk of a portfolio of trading systems
in the same way as done in previously for a single system. More formally,
this

omes to evaluate

1X 1
(X + Xi2 + ... + Xim ) ∈ G]
n i=1 i
n

P[
where the
of system

Xij is
j over

the sequen e of random variables giving the performan e
time.

The probability distribution of the sum of two independent dis rete ran-

X and Y with probability distribution f and g is given by the
f ⋆ g . In pra ti e, the most e ient way to ompute a onvolu−1
tion is to use a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) : f ⋆ g = F F T
(F F T (x) ·
j
F F T (y)). In our ase, if P denotes the probability law of the sequen e
Qm
Xij , one has P 1 ..m,⋆ = P 1 ⋆ P 2 ⋆ ... ⋆ P m = F F T −1 ( i=1 F F T (P i )) and
P
P ( n1 ni=1 Pi 1 ..m,⋆ ∈ G) ≍ e−n inf x∈G I(x) .

dom variables
onvolution

5. Con lusion and Perspe tives
In this study, we apply large deviation theory to assess the risks of trading
systems. Our approa h is pra ti al in the sense that and it
empiri al distributions given under as frequen y histograms,

an

ope with

an be easily

automated and integrated into a existing trading platform and is able to
onsider the

ase of portfolios of several trading systems. The information

provided by the analysis is twofold: rst a pre ise estimation of the probability to perform below or above a
dete t, with a

hosen

ertain threshold, but also a way to

ertainty level, that a trading system has stopped

being e ient.
We assumed that market

onditions do not

hange over time, pre isely

that a trading system will keep on performing as it did in the past. This assumption

an be relaxed, for instan e by

onsidering that the performan es

are likely to de rease with the passing of time be ause of
onditions. Te hniques developed in Ref. 3 in the

hanging market

ontext of dynami

ran-

dom walks may provide us with the theoreti al foundations to address the
problem.

b Total

independen e is probably out-of-rea h be ause there are trends and orrelations
in the markets but studying the orrelation between the returns of dierent systems
gives us a good insight into the extent to whi h this assumption is fullled. In pra ti e,
having as little orrelation as possible is a meaningful riterion to ompose a portfolio of
trading systems.
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Appendix A. Large Deviation: Notations and Re ap
Let us re all that
trading rule over su

(Xn ), n ∈ N,

is the r.v. giving the performan e of a
Pn
Mn = n1 i=1 Xi . Cramer theorem

essive periods and

states that:

− inf ◦ I(x) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

x∈G

lim sup
n→∞
where

G

is any subset of

1
ln P (Mn ∈ G) ≤
n

1
ln P (Mn ∈ G) ≤ − inf I(x)
n
x∈Ḡ
R,

with

G◦

the open subset and

x ∈ Ḡ

the

losed subset. From the previous inequalities, one derives − inf x∈G◦ I(x) ≤
1
n ln P (Mn ∈ G) ≤ − inf x∈Ḡ I(x) whi h gives us the behavior of the logarithm of the quantity of interest. Taking the exponential, we obtain

e−n inf x∈G◦ I(x) ≤ P (Mn ∈ G) ≤ e−n inf x∈Ḡ I(x)
that, as in Ref. 5, will be noted

P (Mn ∈ G) ≍ e−n inf x∈G I(x) .
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